
Living things

          Use the information on below to put the animals in groups.

          Write the name of each animal in the correct box on the next page.

          Two have been done for you.
          Some boxes have more than one animal.

 

1
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5 marks
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Penguins

                

 

2

(a)     The key below can be used to identify penguins.

Use the key to identify the penguin below.

 
1 mark

(b)     Tick ONE box to show the best reason for identifying animals.

 

so you can find out what
scientific group they are in  

so you can compare
them with plants  

so you can learn about
the country they live in  

so you can measure
how tall they are  

1 mark
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(c)     Look at the part of the penguins’ food chain below.

 

(i)      Tick ONE box to show which life process the food chain shows.

 

movement
 

nutrition
 

growth
 

reproduction
 

1 mark

(ii)     A fish is not a producer.

Explain why a fish cannot be a producer.

  ..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................
1 mark
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(d)     Give ONE feature of a penguin and describe how it helps a penguin to live in its
environment.

 

  Feature: ...................................................

How the feature helps: ...................................................................................
1 mark

Duck pond

(a)  Peter goes to the duck pond with his grandad and his dog.

Tick TWO boxes to show two things that are true about a dog and a duck.

 

They both have fur. They both move.

They both lay eggs. They both breathe.

1 mark

3
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(b)  Two of the ducks come out of the pond.

 

(i)   Describe how a duck’s feet are adapted for swimming.

  ______________________________________________________________
1 mark

(ii)

 

Why would the female duck be hard to see in a nest?

  ______________________________________________________________
1 mark

(iii)  Explain why the female duck needs to stay hidden when she is in her nest.

  ______________________________________________________________
1 mark
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(c)  Peter sees some piles of soil on the grass near the pond.

Grandad tells him that the piles of soil are made by animals called moles.

Look at the picture of a mole.

 

(i)   Describe how a feature of the mole helps the mole to live underground.

  Feature: _______________________________________________________

How it helps: ___________________________________________________
1 mark

(ii)

 

Which word cannot be used to describe a mole?
Tick ONE box.

 prey    producer    predator   consumer

                  
1 mark
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Owls

(a)     The owl has caught a mouse to feed its young.

 

The owl has good hearing for finding prey at night.

4

Look at the picture.

How else is the owl suited to catching its prey?

  ......................................................................................................................
1 mark

(b)     Which three things do all animals do?

Tick THREE boxes.

 

move
 

grow
 

play
 

walk
 

wash
 

reproduce
 

3 marks
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(c)     This key describes the skulls of some small animals that owls eat.

 

Use the key to identify the skulls shown below.

 
2 marks
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Trees

(a)     Class 6 are investigating trees in their school grounds.

                                          

Describe ONE function of the roots.

  ........................................................................................................................
1 mark

5

(b)     Tree leaves absorb light from the Sun.

Tick ONE box to show the life process for which leaves absorb light.

 

reproduction
 

nutrition
 

movement
 

germination
 

1 mark

(c)     The children observe the flowers on some of the trees.

Complete the labels to name the parts of flower A on the diagram below.

 
2 marks
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(d)     Here are the children’s observations of flower B:
 

The flower does not have a smell.
It does not have bright petals.
It has lots of long stamens.

 

Tick ONE box to show how flower B is pollinated.
Use the children’s observations to help you.

 

by insects
 

by birds
 

by wind
 

by humans
 

1 mark

(e)     The table below can be used to sort the flowers on the trees.

Write all the names of the flowers in the correct boxes on the sorting diagram. One has
been done for you.

 

 

  Flower has
five petals

Flower does not have
five petals

Flowers are
grouped together
on the stem

  Manna ash

Flowers are
spread out along
the stem

   

2 marks
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Butterflies

(a)     Some children visit a butterfly park.

They use the pictures below to identify the butterflies they see.
 

 

Swallowtail image © Fingerprint design 2010

 

Sally makes some notes about one
butterfly she sees.
Oliver tries to use Sally’s notes to
identify the butterfly.

Explain why Oliver cannot use Sally’s
notes to identify the butterfly.

 

  ........................................................................................................................
1 mark

6

 

(b)      Ahmed drew a butterfly.
It is not a Common Blue.

Tick ONE feature of Ahmed’s butterfly
and describe how it is different from a
Common Blue.

 

This feature of Ahmed’s butterfly is different because ..................................

........................................................................................................................
1 mark

  Feature:            body             wings   
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(c)     The children write conclusions about the butterflies.

Look at the butterflies and decide whether each conclusion is true, false or you cannot
tell. Tick ONE box for each conclusion.

 

  All of these butterflies... True False
Cannot

tell

 
have spots on their wings.

     

  are eaten by the same
predators.      

 
are the same age.

     

  have antennae which are
longer than their bodies.      

2 marks

(d)     The number of butterflies in Britain is gradually getting smaller.

Tick TWO boxes to show what is likely to cause the number of butterflies to get smaller.

  There are fewer butterflies because there are...

more houses being built on woodland or grassland.
 

more schools with wildlife areas.
 

fewer predators eating caterpillars and butterflies.
 

fewer plants which butterflies feed on being grown in gardens.
 

fewer diseases among the butterflies.
 

2 marks
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Germinating seeds

(a)     Sunita wants to find out if some types of seed germinate more quickly than others.
Sunita plants her seeds in seed trays.

 

Name the ONE variable Sunita is changing in her investigation.

 .................................................................................................................
1 mark

7

(b)     Sunita needs to make sure her investigation is fair.

Name TWO variables Sunita should keep the same to make her investigation fair.

  1 ..............................................................................................................

2 ..............................................................................................................
1 mark
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(c)     When a seed germinates, a root starts to grow before a shoot.
 

Sunita measures which type of seed
germinates first by recording
when she first sees the shoot.

Explain why Sunita records when the shoot first appears and not when the root first
appears.

  .................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................
1 mark

(d)     Sunita planted five seeds of each type of seed in the trays.

Explain why it is a good idea to plant five seeds of each type rather than just one.

  .................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................
1 mark

(e) This diagram shows the
life cycle of a plant.

Tick ONE box to show where germination happens in the life cycle of a plant.

 

A            B          C           D    
1 mark
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Seaweed and trees

(a)     Maria found different types of seaweed on the beach.

Her teacher has a key to identify the seaweeds.

 

Use the key to identify the different seaweeds below.

Seaweed A has been done for you.

 

 
    Seaweed A is          Seaweed D is          Seaweed C is          Seaweed B is

 

   Bladder wrack

1 mark

8

  ...........................       ...........................      ............................     ...........................
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(b)     Bladder wrack seaweed has pockets filled with gas. The pockets help it float near the
surface of the water to get more sunlight.

Draw ONE arrow on the diagram to show the force from the water that makes the seaweed
float near the surface of the water.

 

 
1 mark

(c)     Trees also have features that help their leaves to get as much sunlight as possible.

Tick ONE feature of a tree and explain how this feature helps the leaves to get as much
sunlight as possible.

 

How the feature helps the leaves to get sunlight: ..................................

.................................................................................................................
1 mark

trunk            branches   

(d)     Seaweeds do not have roots. Trees do have roots.

Tick THREE boxes to show the functions of tree roots.
 

to make seeds
 

to absorb water
 

to anchor the plant in
the ground  

to take up materials
 

to carry new material
for growth to the leaves  

to protect the plant
from predators  

1 mark
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Tree

(a)   Ella is looking at some leaves.

The key below identifies which tree
each leaf comes from.

 

9

 

Look at this picture of a leaf from one
of the trees.

(i)   Use the key above to identify the tree it comes from.

  The leaf is from a ___________________________________________ tree.
1 mark

(ii)  Tick ONE box to show why it is useful to identify plants and put them into groups.

 

 
so we know where to find
a plant

because there is a large
variety of plants

 
in case the plants
become extinct

so we can observe the
plants in their habitats

1 mark
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(b)  Complete the sentences below to show the function of the leaves and roots.

  (i)   The tree uses its leaves to ________________________________________.
1 mark

(ii)  The tree has roots to ____________________________________________.
1 mark

(c)  Ella finds a seed.

 

Why does the tree need to produce seeds?

  ___________________________________________________________________
1 mark

(d)  Squirrels live in trees.

 

Give ONE feature of the squirrel from the picture.
Describe how this feature helps the squirrel to live in a tree.

  Feature of the squirrel that helps it live in a tree: ____________________________

How the feature helps: ________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
1 mark
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Mark schemes

(a)     (i)(ii) In the reptile category award ONE mark each for:

•    crocodile;

•    snake.

Give credit for:

•    alligator.

Do not give credit for any animal written in more than one box.
up to 2

1

(b)     In the amphibian category award ONE mark each for:

•    toad;

•    newt.

Give credit for:

•    frog.

Do not give credit for any animal written in more than box.
up to 2

(c)     In the fish category award ONE mark for:

•    eel.

Do not give credit for any animal written in more than one box.
1

[5]

(a)     Award ONE mark for identifying the penguin correctly:

•    Galapagos penguin.
1(L4)

2

(b)     Award ONE mark for:
 

•  so you can find out what
scientific group they are in  

 
 

 
 

 
 

1(L5)
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(c)     (i)      Award ONE mark for:
 

•
 

nutrition
 

 
 

 
 

1(L4)

(ii)     Award ONE mark for an explanation that fish cannot make
their own food:

•    a fish eats other things (to live)

•    a fish cannot make its own food

•    a producer is a plant

•    a fish is not a plant

•    a fish is an animal

•    it is a consumer/predator.

♦       Give credit for a correct response that goes beyond the
key stage 2 programme of study:

•    the fish/it cannot photosynthesise.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response that describes the
position of the fish in the food chain:

•    it is not the first thing in the food chain.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response:

•    the fish cannot be a producer [given]

•    it is not green.
1(L4)
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(d)     Award ONE mark for a feature of a penguin and a description of
how it helps a penguin to live in its environment:

•    (thick) feathers
it keeps them warm

•    webbed feet
to allow them to swim/to walk on snow

•    streamlined shape
for swimming

•    layer of fat/blubber
it insulates them

•    a rounded body
reduces heat loss /allows it to slide on ice

•    white tummies/a black back
animals swimming underneath/above them cannot see them easily

•    flippers
they can pull themselves through the water

•    beak
to eat /catch fish.

ONE mark may be awarded for a feature of a penguin’s behaviour
rather than its body which accurately describes how it may help the
penguin to live:

•    huddling together keeps them warm.

ONE mark may be awarded for a response confusing the penguins’
feathers with fur [specific knowledge of penguins’ anatomy is not
required]:

•    fur/hair/thick coat to help keep them warm.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response that identifies a
feature of a penguin but omits or gives an insufficient explanation of
how that feature helps the penguin live in its environment:

•    flippers in the water
     [does not describe how flippers help in water].

Do not give credit for an insufficient response giving a generalised
feature of many animals even when an appropriate explanation is
given:

•    feet it helps them walk/balance

•    coat helps to keep it warm

•    arms to help swim.
1(L4)

[5]
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(a)  Award ONE mark for:

   

   

1

3

(b)  (i)   Award ONE mark for:

•  webbed

•  they are like paddles/flippers
ONE mark may be awarded for:

• they are wide (to push back the water)
Do not give credit for an insufficient response, for example:

• it helps them swim
• they are large/larger
• the feet are spread out

1

(ii)   Award ONE mark for recognising the female duck’s colouration will mean
it is camouflaged, for example:

•  it is brown so the same colour as the nest

•  brown so well camouflaged

•  duller colours than male so better camouflaged
ONE mark may be awarded for:

• it is camouflaged
• she is the same colour as the nest
• she is not colourful so would blend in / not stand out
Do not give credit for an insufficient response, for example:

• the duck is brown
• it is hidden because it is brown [given that the duck is hidden
and brown]

1
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(iii)  Award ONE mark for identifying that the duck needs to stay hidden so
she or her eggs/ducklings are safe from predators, for example:

•  to protect her eggs/ducklings/babies/young (allow chicks) from
predators

•  so she cannot be seen by predators/hunters
ONE mark may be awarded for:

• so her eggs/young don’t get eaten
• so she isn’t eaten/shot
• to protect her eggs/young
Do not give credit for an insufficient response, for example:

• she stays hidden [given]
• so she cannot be seen [unqualified]

1

(c)  (i)   Award ONE mark for one feature identified and a description of how it
helps the mole to live underground:

•  broad/wide legs; strong for digging

•  front legs; look strong/have large muscles

•  feet; are large and wide to push back soil

•  (front) claws; for breaking up the soil/dirt

•  sharp/long claws; for digging

•  whiskers; for sensing prey/where they are going when underground
ONE mark may be awarded for:

• head/nose; it is pointed to move through the soil
• fur; smooth to move through the soil
• claws; for digging
ONE mark may be awarded for a feature of a mole that is not
clearly observable from the picture and a description of how that
feature helps the mole to live underground:

• tiny/invisible eyes; so dirt does not get in
• small hind limbs; so do not get in the way to move easily through
the soil

Do not give credit for an insufficient response:

• claws; to live underground [given]
1

(ii)  Award ONE mark for:

              
Do not give credit if more than one box is ticked.

1
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(a)     Award ONE mark for a description of a specific adaptation of the owl:

•    it has sharp/long claws/talons;

•    it has big eyes;

•    it has a sharp/strong/hooked beak.

4

Allow:

•    its head can turn round;

•    it can fly silently/quietly;

•    it can see prey at night.

Do not give credit for:

•    beak/claws [no description],

•    it’s awake at night when other animals are asleep;

•    it is quiet [not specific];

•    it can keep very still.
1

(b)     (i), (ii), (iii) Award ONE mark for each of:
 

move
 

grow
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

reproduce
 

3

(c)     (i)      Award ONE mark for:

•    rat.
1

(ii)     Award ONE mark for:

•    mole.
1

[6]
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(a)     Award ONE mark for a response stating that the roots are
used to anchor the plant in the soil or absorb water/minerals
from the soil:

•        the roots anchor/hold it in the soil/in place

•        the roots absorb/take up/soak up water/moisture/minerals.

ONE mark may be awarded for:

•    they anchor/keep it in

•    they stabilise the plant (keep it steady)

•    they take in/get water/nutrients

•    the roots draw/drain/carry water (from the soil)

•    the roots collect/gather water/nutrients.

ONE mark may be awarded for a response indicating a supporting
function of the roots which may work in conjunction with the stem:

•    the roots support (the plant)

•    the roots hold it up

•    the roots make it stand straight /up.

ONE mark may be awarded for a response indicating that the roots
can store water.

Do not give credit for a response that includes incorrect science
indicating that the root gives the young plant food:

•    they take/send up/bring/gather/absorb food

•    they feed it.

Do not give credit for a response that includes incorrect science
indicating that water is taken up by ‘drinking’ or ‘sucking’.

Do not give credit for a response that includes incorrect science
indicating that plants produce water/nutrients.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response indicating the roots
keep the plant balanced.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response:

•    hold it in.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response where ‘goodness’ is
used in place of ‘nutrients’, ‘water’ or ‘minerals’.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response that does not
recognise the role of the roots:

•    nutrients/moisture.
1 (L5)

5

(b)     Award ONE mark for:

•
 

nutrition
 

 
 

 
 

1 (L5)
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(c)     Award TWO marks for both the sepal and stigma/carpel
correctly labelled:

 
2 (L4)

or      If you are unable to award two marks, award ONE mark for
either the sepal or the stigma/carpel correctly labelled.

1

(d)     Award ONE mark for:

   
   

• by wind
   

1 (L5)

(e)     Award TWO marks for all five flowers correctly classified:
 

  Flower has
five petals

Flower does not
have five petals

Flowers are
grouped together on
the stem

Pear
Elder

Manna ash
Lilac

Flowers are spread
out along the stem

Almond Magnolia

2 (L4)

or      If you are unable to award two marks, award ONE mark for
any three or four flowers correctly classified.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response where a flower has
been sorted into more than one group.

1

[7]
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(a)     Award ONE mark for a recognition that the features given
are insufficient to enable the butterfly to be identified or for
a suggestion of how the features should be used to identify
the butterflies:

•        they all have feelers/antennae

•        all butterflies have wings

•        she has not said what shape the wings are.

ONE mark may be awarded for:

•    they all have what she describes.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response that does not state
why listing these features is not enough to identify the butterfly:

•    it only tells about the feelers and wings.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response stating additional
information is needed:

•    she needs to describe it more.
1 (L3)

6

(b)     Award ONE mark for a description of how the chosen feature
is different from that of a Common Blue:

AND FOR BODY

This feature of Ahmed’s butterfly is different because...

•        it is not long and thin/it is broad

•        the body ends in a point

•        the body is a different shape.

or

AND FOR WINGS

This feature of Ahmed’s butterfly is different because...

•        it has patterns/spots

•        the wings have a different pattern

•        the wings are a different shape/its shape is different

•        the Common Blue does not have spots.

•        body                      

•        wings  
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ONE mark may be awarded for:

AND FOR BODY

This feature of Ahmed’s butterfly is different because...

•    it has not got a long tail.

ONE mark may be awarded where the body box is ticked, followed
by a description of a feature of the wings, provided it is clearly
stated that it is the wings being described:

This feature of Ahmed’s butterfly is different because...

•    the wings have patterns.

ONE mark may be awarded where the wings box is ticked,
followed by a description of a feature of the body, provided it is
clearly stated that it is the body being described.

ONE mark may be awarded if neither box is ticked but the
creditworthy response clearly states if either a feature of the body
or the wings is being described.

•    body  
             

Do not give credit for an insufficient response:

•    it does (not) have a tail

•    the body and wings are different.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response referring to the
number of body segments:

•    it is/is not in three parts.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response giving a feature of
the body/wings of the Common Blue butterfly [unless it is made
clear that the feature relates to the Common Blue]:

•    the body is (long and) thin

•    the wings do not have patterns.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response where body has
been ticked followed by a response where a feature of the wings is
described but ‘wings’ are not referred to explicitly in the answer:

•    it has/they have different patterns.
1 (L4)
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(c)     Award TWO marks for correctly classifying all four conclusions:

All of these butterflies... True False
Cannot

tell

have spots on their wings.
     

are eaten by the same
predators.      

are the same age.
     

have antennae which are
longer than their bodies.      

2 (L4)

or      If you are unable to award two marks, award ONE mark for
correctly classifying any three conclusions.

1

(d)     Award TWO marks for both correct statements identified:

There are fewer butterflies because there are...

•
more houses being built on woodland or
grassland.  

   
 

   
 

•
fewer plants which butterflies feed on
being grown in gardens.  

   
 

2 (L4)

or      If you are unable to award two marks, award ONE mark for
any one correct statement identified.

1

[6]
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(a)     Award ONE mark for giving the type of seed as the independent variable (IV):

•        the types of seed

•        different seeds.

ONE mark may be awarded for:

•    seeds

•    (different) plants.

Do not give credit for a response that includes

incorrect science giving a control variable:

•    the amount of seeds.
1

7

(b)     Award ONE mark for any two different acceptable control variables (CV):

•        type of soil

•        amount of soil

•        depth seeds planted

•        place where the seed trays are put

•        size of seed trays

•        how often she waters them

•        how much water she gives each seed

•        amount of light

•        put all the seeds in the dark

•        number/amount of seeds.

Marks may be awarded for:

•    the soil

•    temperature

•    water

•    light

•    trays

•    time she left them for.

Do not give credit for a response that includes

incorrect science:

•    same food

•    same seeds [IV]

•    time [could be the dependent variable].
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Do not give credit for a second CV that is a

restatement or repetition of the first.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response

giving a variable that does not affect the

investigation:

•    the same person watering it.
1

(c)     Award ONE mark for an explanation recognising that the root would not be
seen when it first appears as it is underneath the soil surface:

•        she would not be able to see the roots (without digging up the seeds)

•        the root is under the soil

•        you see the shoot first as it is above the soil.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response:

•    she would see the shoot first [does not indicate the problem with
seeing the root first].

1

(d)     Award ONE mark for identifying that it is important to plant several of each
type of seed to allow the reliability of the results/ test/conclusions to be improved:

•        to make her results/test (more) reliable

•        so she can check/make sure of her results

•        to check if her measurements were reliable

•        to get more evidence

•        to get an average (of how quickly each type of seed germinates)

•        to check if her results can be applied to all seeds of the same type.

          Award ONE mark for recognising that one seed may not germinate:

•        in case there is a problem with one of the seeds.

ONE mark may be awarded for a response indicating the results
can be compared or will be more accurate:

•    so Sunita can compare her results

•    to see if they/the results are the same

•    to make sure her results were accurate

•    it will improve the accuracy (of the test).
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ONE mark may be awarded for a response indicating an error may
have been made inadvertently (rather than there being a fault in the
test design):

•    she might have done something wrong with one seed

•    to make sure there were no mistakes.

ONE mark may be awarded for:

•    to see/check if her results/answers are correct/right.

Do not give credit for a response that includes incorrect science:

•    to make the test fair.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response implying there is a
correct/right answer/results:

•    to get the right answer/results

•    to make sure she has got it right.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response:

•    in case the results are different

•    to check it [implies that the test should be checked]

•    to see if she gets it/the test right

•    to get more results.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response that implies the
investigation is comparing seeds of one type:

•    to see which one grows first.
1

(e)     Award ONE mark for:

  •           B                           
1

[5]

(a)     Award ONE mark for all three seaweeds correctly identified:

•        Seaweed B is Gutweed
Seaweed C is Sea lettuce
Seaweed D is Serrated wrack.

1

8
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(b)     Award ONE mark for an arrow pointing upwards anywhere on the diagram
that is less than 45° either side of the vertical:

•

 

Do not give credit for a response that includes incorrect science
showing a downward arrow:

 
1
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(c)     Award ONE mark for:
 

•   trunk    

AND
a description of how the trunk helps the leaves to get sunlight:

•        the trunk is tall, so the leaves are above other plants

•        It grows high, so the leaves are above things that might block the light.

ONE mark may be awarded for:

•   trunk    

AND

•    it is long, so the leaves are nearer to the Sun

•    holds them high.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response

that does not refer to the leaves:

•    the trunk is tall.

OR     

•   branches

AND
a description of how the branches help the leaves to get sunlight:

•        they spread the leaves out (so they can take in more sunlight)

•        the branches spread out and get the leaves into clear spaces of light

•        the branches grow long so the leaves are further out.
 

•   branches

AND

•    the branches grow upwards so the leaves are closer to the Sun

•    they hold the leaves up towards the sunlight

•    the branches help them stay high.

ONE mark may be awarded if both or neither box is ticked, but the
pupil gives a creditworthy response describing how the trunk and /
or branches of a tree help its leaves to get sunlight.

Do not give credit for a response that includes incorrect science
implying branches are elastic:

•    the branches stretch out so the leaves get sunlight.
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Do not give credit for an insufficient response that does not refer to
the leaves:

•    the branches spread/stick out (so they are in the light)

•    the branches are long/high.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response:

•    the leaves are on the branches.
1

(d)     Award ONE mark for all three correct boxes ticked:
 

•
 

to absorb water
 

•    to anchor the plant
     in the ground  

to take up minerals
 

•
 

 
 

1

[4]

(a)  (i)   Award ONE mark for:

•  (Sweet) chestnut
1

9

(ii)  Award ONE mark for:

   

   

Do not give credit if more than one box has been ticked.
1

(b)  (i)   Award ONE mark for a response stating that the leaves make new
materials for growth or take in light, for example:

The tree uses its leaves to…

•  produce sugar/food (for growth)

•  absorb light
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♦  Award ONE mark for a correct response that goes beyond the key
stage 2 programme of study, for example:

•  take in/release CO2 / O2

•  release water

•  create/produce O2

•  store food/waste

•  respire/photosynthesise

•  absorb energy from the sun(light)

•  produce chlorophyll
ONE mark may be awarded for:

• make/give it food
ONE mark may be awarded for:

• collect/gather/catch (sun)light
Do not give credit for a response that includes incorrect science:

The tree uses its leaves to...

• make energy
• feed
• get/take in food (from the Sun)
• breathe in carbon dioxide/oxygen
Do not give credit for an insufficient response, for example:

• produce/make/get nutrients
1

(ii)  Award ONE mark for a response stating that the roots are used to anchor
the plant in the soil or absorb water/minerals from the soil:

The tree has roots to…

•  absorb/take up/soak up water/moisture/minerals
ONE mark may be awarded for:

The tree has roots to…

• stabilise the plant (keep it steady)
• take in/get water/nutrients
• draw/drain water (from the soil)
• gather/collect water/nutrients
• carry water
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ONE mark may be awarded for a response indicating a supporting
function of the roots which may work in conjunction with the stem,
for example: The tree has roots to…

• support (the plant)
• hold it up
• make it stand straight/up
ONE mark may be awarded for a response indicating that the roots
can store water.

Do not give credit for a response that includes incorrect science
indicating that water is taken up by ‘drinking’ or ‘sucking’.

Do not give credit for a response that includes incorrect science
indicating that the root gives the plant food:

• take/send up/bring/gather/absorb food
• feed it
• for nutrients/moisture [not clear they are taken in]
Do not give credit for an insufficient response, for example:

• the roots keep the plant balanced
• hold it in
Do not give credit for a response that includes incorrect science
indicating that roots produce nutrients.

Do not give credit for an insufficient response where ‘goodness’ is
used in place of ‘nutrients’, ‘water’ or ‘minerals’.

1

(c)  Award ONE mark for a response indicating seeds are produced so the tree can
reproduce, for example:

•  for reproduction/to reproduce
ONE mark may be awarded for a response describing or implying
reproduction, for example:

• to grow/make more/new plants/trees
ONE mark may be awarded for a response explaining the tree will
not become extinct, for example:

• so the species survives
Do not give credit for an insufficient response, for example:

• so they can be dispersed
• to produce the flowers
• because trees grow from seeds [does not imply more/new trees]
• to continue the cycle
• so the tree survives

1
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(d)  Award ONE mark for a response identifying a feature and describing how it
helps the squirrel to live in a tree, for example:

•  (bushy) tail; it helps to keep balance

•  claws/long fingers and toes; to grip onto the branches/climb trees

•  (sharp) teeth; to eat nuts/seeds/fruits growing on trees
ONE mark may be awarded if the feature is given within the
description, for example:

• feet; clawing feet grasp the tree for climbing
Do not give credit for an insufficient response indicating hands or
feet grip the tree, for example:

• hands/feet; grip tree/branches
Do not give credit for an insufficient response, for example:

• fur; keeps them warm in winter [this is not specifically needed for
tree living]

• brown fur; for camouflage
• good climber; helps it escape from predators/eat nuts
• eat nuts/seeds; these grow in trees
• hands/feet; climb/hold nuts
• claws; for keeping balance

1
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